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Abstract
With the increasing deployment of sensors, intelligent
devices of all sizes, and wireless networking, ubiquitous
computing (UBICOMP) environments are getting closer
to reality. Research in UBICOMP has focused on
enabling technologies, such as networking, data
management, security, and user interfaces. However,
privacy for UBICOMP has been a contentious issue and
the privacy concerns that have been raised suggest that
privacy may be the greatest barrier to the long-term
success of UBICOMP. This paper proposes a hybrid
(locally centralized but peer-to-peer across the Internet)
UBICOMP architecture that respects personal privacy
preferences expressed in the form of personal privacy
policies.

This work addresses an UBICOMP environment (see
Figure 1) with the following characteristics:
• Ubiquitous computing devices (e.g. laptops,
PDAs, cell phones, workstations) are locally
networked (e.g. Ethernet, Wi-Fi, IrDA, Bluetooth)
as well as globally networked via the Internet.
• The local computing devices are owned by a
human or an organization.
• Human users employ these devices to share
information locally and globally. A user who
shares (or sends) information is called a data
sharer. One who observes (or receives)
information is called a data observer. A user may
be both a data sharer and a data observer.
Local UBICOMP
network A

Keywords: privacy protection, privacy policy, ubiquitous
computing, UBICOMP, architecture
ISP

1. Introduction
The popular concept of ubiquitous computing
(UBICOMP) began with Mark Weiser’s seminal paper [3]
in 1991, where he introduced the vision of a person
interacting with hundreds of nearby computers wirelessly
networked and distributed in his physical environment.
Weiser’s goal was to emphasize the person rather than the
machine, focusing on helping the person in his/her daily
life. Weiser’s vision has not been realized, but researchers
are getting closer. Research has focused on enabling
technologies, such as networking, data management,
security, and user interfaces [1]. However, privacy for
UBICOMP has been a contentious issue and the privacy
concerns that have been raised suggest that privacy may
be the greatest barrier to the long-term success of
UBICOMP [2].
The main objective of this paper is to present an
architecture for UBICOMP that preserves personal
privacy preferences expressed in the form of personal
privacy policies. A secondary objective is to discuss the
nature of privacy and how personal privacy preferences
may be specified in a privacy policy suitable for
UBICOMP.

Internet
Local UBICOMP
network C

Local UBICOMP
network B

ISP

Figure 1. UBICOMP environment (ISP = Internet
Service Provider, small circles are UBICOMP
devices)
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 examines privacy and the specification of a
personal privacy policy suitable for UBICOMP. Section 3
presents the proposed peer-to-peer privacy preserving
UBICOMP architecture. Section 4 evaluates the proposed
architecture by discussing some strengths and
weaknesses. Section 5 examines related work. Section 6
concludes the paper and lists some ideas for future
research.

2. Privacy policies for UBICOMP
2.1. Privacy
As defined by Goldberg et al. in 1997 [17], privacy
refers to the ability of individuals to control the
collection, retention, and distribution of information about
themselves. This is the definition of privacy used for this
work. Protecting an individual’s privacy then involves
endowing the individual with the ability to control the
collection, retention, and distribution of her (“her” and
“she” are used here to stand for both sexes) personal
information.

2.2. Use of privacy policies
In this work, giving an individual or data sharer control
over her private information is achieved as follows. The
data sharer specifies in a personal privacy policy how she
wants her personal information handled by the data
observer; the data observer, on the other hand, specifies in
her privacy policy what personal information she requires
from the data sharer and how she plans to handle the data
sharer’s information. The data sharer’s policy has to be
compatible or match the data observer’s policy before
information sharing can begin. The matching of privacy
policies is outside the scope of this work but see [15]. If
the policies do not match, the data sharer can either
negotiate with the data observer to try to resolve the
disagreement or choose a different data observer. The
negotiation of privacy policies is outside the scope of this
work but see [11]. Once the sharing begins, the data
observer has to comply with her privacy policy (which is
compatible with the data sharer’s privacy policy).
Foolproof mechanisms must be in place to ensure
compliance. Such mechanisms are outside the scope of
this work. An example of a privacy policy compliance
mechanism for e-services is given in [12]. The question of
what to specify in a personal privacy policy is taken up
next.

2.3. Privacy policies from legislation
Legislative bodies throughout the world [6, 7, 8] have
enacted legislation to give the individual control over her
personal information as described above. They have
defined personal information and spelled out the
obligations of a service provider organization with respect
to the personal privacy of a service consumer. Such
legislation can be used as a basis for defining the content
of personal privacy policies. Yee & Korba [11] have
defined a personal privacy policy based on Canadian
privacy legislation [6, 7], which is representative of

principles behind privacy legislation in many countries.
This privacy policy (Figure 2) is for users of services
from service providers (e.g. e-learning service provider).

Header

Policy Use: E-learning
User: Alice User
Valid: unlimited

Privacy
Rule

Collector: Any
What: name, address, tel
Purposes: identification
Retention Time: unlimited
Disclose-To: none

Privacy
Rule

Collector: Any
What: Course Marks
Purposes: Records
Retention Time: 2 years
Disclose-To: none

Figure 2. Example personal privacy policy based on
Canadian privacy legislation [6, 7].
As shown in Figure 2, a personal privacy policy for
services consists of a header section followed by one or
more privacy rules, where there is one rule for each item
of private information. The header fields have the
following meaning: Policy Use identifies the service
application, User gives the name of the user who owns
the policy, and Valid indicates the period of time during
which the policy is valid. The fields in each privacy rule
have the following meaning: collector identifies the
service provider that wishes to collect the information,
what describes the nature of the information, purposes
identifies the purposes for which the information is being
collected, retention time pinpoints the amount of time for
the service provider to keep the information, and discloseto identifies any other parties who will receive the
information.
The content of the above personal privacy policy is
generic since it is based on legislation that applies across
the board. It can be specialized to UBICOMP by testing it
against a set of questions (Table 1) given by Hong et al.
[2] for privacy risk analysis of UBICOMP. This testing
will identify the extent to which the policy contents
address the privacy risks of UBICOMP as well as any
additions needed to address any remaining risks. The
result will be a personal privacy policy for UBICOMP
that satisfies legislative requirements. Hong et al
organized their questions into two groups: one group
looking at the social and organizational context in which
an application is embedded, the other group examining
the technology used to implement the application.
“PRAQ” is the name used to refer to these questions;
PRAQ.n refers to question n within PRAQ.

•
Table 1. PRAQ – Privacy risk analysis questions for
UBICOMP from [2]
Social and Organizational Context
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

Who are the users of the system? Who are the data
sharers, the people sharing personal information? Who
are the data observers, the people that see that
information?
What kinds of personal information are shared? Under
what circumstances?
What is the value proposition for sharing personal
information?
What are the relationships between data sharers and data
observers? What are the relevant level, nature, and
symmetry of trust? What incentives do data observers
have to protect data sharers’ personal information (or
not, as the case may be)?
Is there the potential for malicious data observers (e.g.,
spammers and stalkers)? What kinds of personal
information are they interested in?
Are there other stakeholders or third parties that might
be directly or indirectly impacted by the system?

•

Technology
7.

8.

9.
10.

11.

How is personal information collected? Who has control
over the computers and sensors used to collect
information?
How is personal information shared? Is it opt-in or is it
opt-out (or do data sharers even have a choice at all)?
Do data sharers push personal information to data
observers? Or do data observers pull personal
information from data sharers?
How much information is shared? Is it discrete and onetime? Is it continuous?
What is the quality of the information shared? With
respect to space, is the data at the room, building, street,
or neighborhood level? With respect to time, is it realtime, or is it several hours or even days old? With
respect to identity, is it a specific person, a pseudonym,
or anonymous?
How long is personal data retained? Where is it stored?
Who has access to it?

•

•

•
We consider each question in turn, as follows:
• PRAQ.1: The users of the system are the data sharers
and the data observers. However, it is necessary for
privacy (and required by privacy legislation) that the
data sharers know the identities of the data observers
and this is not reflected in our collector attribute,
which refers to the service provider. Thus we make
the following change: replace “Collector” with “Data
Observer”.
•
PRAQ.2: This is taken care of by our policy using
the “what” and “purposes” attributes.
• PRAQ.3: The value proposition is reflected in the
“Policy Use” attribute. Users would engage the
ubiquitous system only if they receive some value in
doing so.

•
•

•

PRAQ.4: This question assesses the level of trust
between data sharers and data observers to see if data
sharers would be comfortable in sharing their
information. In addition, the question attempts to
reinforce that trust by asking if the data observer has
incentives to protect the data sharers’ information. In
our use of privacy policies, the data observer has to
comply with the data sharer’s privacy policy and
foolproof compliance mechanisms are required to be
in place. Therefore, data sharers are assured that their
wishes are respected. Trust is still relevant for us,
since it will partially determine whether or not the
system will be used. Trust will be reflected in the
choice of data observers specified by data sharers in
their privacy policies.
PRAQ.5: This question is intended to determine if the
private information shared needs protection. This
question is taken care of by privacy legislation which
requires a) that private information be protected using
appropriate security mechanisms, and b) that data
observers must comply with the data sharer’s privacy
policy (ensuring compliance is another matter that
requires foolproof compliance mechanisms).
PRAQ.6: This question aims to find out if other
stakeholders or third parties could suffer some loss of
privacy due to the way the system works. This is a
valid question that should be answered and
appropriate remedies taken prior to system
deployment. However, it does not require a change to
the privacy policy.
PRAQ.7: The data sharer supplies the personal
information when requested by the system. The
owner of the ubiquitous system controls the
computers and sensors used to collect personal
information. This question does not impact the
privacy policy.
PRAQ.8: A data sharer can opt-out (try a different
data observer) if there is no match between her
privacy policy and the data observer’s privacy policy.
Data observers pull information from data sharers.
This question does not impact the privacy policy.
PRAQ.9: The information shared can be discrete,
one-time, or continuous. This question also does not
require changes to the privacy policy.
PRAQ.10: This question assesses the quality of the
information to see if it needs protection in terms of
risk. It is like PRAQ.5.
All shared private
information is protected according to the sharer’s
privacy policy. This question does not require
changes to the privacy policy.
PRAQ.11: Retention time is specified in the privacy
policy. Data observers specified in sharers’ policies
together with the sharers have access. The data is

stored in either a central, distributed, or combined
central and distributed fashion, as determined by the
design of the ubiquitous system.
The above tests of the services privacy policy have
revealed that only a minor change is needed due to
PRAQ.1. Also, the user field in the header is changed to
“Data Sharer”. Figure 3 shows the format of the data
sharer personal privacy policy for UBICOMP along with
a matching (because the retention times required by the
observer are compatible with the retention times offered
by the sharer) data observer privacy policy.

6.

7.

automatically tears down the associated
connections.
After logging in and prior to observing data, the
data observer submits her privacy policy to the
system when requested to do so.
A user who is both a data sharer and a data
observer does both of the previous two items for
data sharers and data observers.

a) Data
Sharer
Policy

Header

Policy Use: Project kick-off
Data Sharer: Alice
Valid: unlimited

Privacy
Rule

Data Observers: John
What: name, address, tel
Purposes: identification
Retention Time: unlimited
Disclose-To: none

Privacy
Rule

Data Observers: John
What: # years of experience
Purposes: records
Retention Time: 2 years
Disclose-To: none

3. Privacy-preserving UBICOMP
architecture
3.1. Architecture requirements
Given the UBICOMP environment and the use of
privacy policies to protect a data sharer’s privacy, the
requirements of the architecture are as follows:
1. The UBICOMP environment is as describe in
section 1. The devices within this environment are
assumed to be capable of performing the tasks
ascribed to devices below.
2. The use of privacy policies is as described in
section 2.2 (including privacy policy compliance).
3. Prior to using a UBICOMP device to share or
observe data, the user logs into the device and
identifies herself.
4. Information regarding which data observers are
online can be called up at any time on any
UBICOMP device.
5. After logging in and prior to sharing data, the data
sharer performs the following steps:
a) Requests to see which data observers are
online.
b) Completes her privacy policy (previously
stored as a template without any data
observers identified) by deciding which
data observers will receive her private
information based on policy use. Submits
her privacy policy to the UBICOMP
system.
The system will automatically request the required
data observer policies and check for policy
compatibility or matching; for each pair of policies
compared, the system optionally allows the sharer
to negotiate with the observer if the policies do not
match. For each match, the system automatically
sets up a connection to the data observer with the
matching policy for data sharing. Once the data
sharing session is finished, the system

b) Data
Observer
Header
Policy

Policy Use: Project kick-off
Data Observer: John
Valid: unlimited

Privacy
Rule

What: name, address, tel
Purposes: identification
Retention Time: unlimited
Disclose-To: none

Privacy
Rule

What: # years of experience
Purposes: records
Retention Time: 1 year
Disclose-To: none

Figure 3. Example data sharer personal privacy
policy and matching data observer privacy
policy for UBICOMP

3.2. Architecture design
This section describes the design of the privacypreserving UBICOMP architecture to satisfy the above
requirements. The design has the following components:
a) local and global networking as shown in Figure 1, b) a
Privacy Controller for each local network, and c)
interfaces to connect between each local device and the
Privacy Controller. The description of each component
follows.
Local and global networking: These are assumed to be
what is most commonly available, i.e. Ethernet, Wi-Fi,
IrDA, or Bluetooth for local, and the Internet for global.

The connection of local networks to the Internet is also
assumed to be standard.
Privacy Controller: This component has the following
functions:
a) Requests privacy policies from data sharers and
data observers specified in the sharer policies.
Receives these privacy polices and determines if
they match; optionally sets up a privacy policy
negotiation between a data sharer and a data
observer for a particular policy pair that does not
match. These functions are carried out by a Policy
Module (PM) within the Privacy Controller.
b) Ensures that a data observer complies with the
privacy policy of a data sharer. This function is
done by a Compliance Module (CM) within the
Privacy Controller (similar to [12]).
c) Sets up connections for data sharing between data
sharers and data observers who have matching
privacy policies. Tears down the connections once
the associated sharing sessions are finished. This
function is performed by a Link Module (LM)
within the Privacy Controller.
d) The Privacy Controller of each local network
performs the above for data sharer-data observer
pairs within the Controller’s local network. For a
data sharer who is sharing data with a data
observer in a different local network, the Privacy
Controller of the data sharer’s local network and
the Privacy Controller of the data observer’s local
network must communicate with each other to
perform the above (e.g. PM of the remote data
observer’s local network passes the data observer’s
privacy policy to the PM of the data sharer’s local
network).
Interfaces: Devices in the local environment other than
the Privacy Controller need to have appropriate interfaces
that inter-work with the Privacy Controller to carry out
privacy policy management (e.g. privacy policy
submission, connection setup for sharing, policy
compliance checking). For devices with very limited
computational capability (e.g. embedded or wearable),
these interfaces will have to be commensurate with the
computational capability of each device (for these devices
the quantity of shared private information will be limited
too).
Figure 4 illustrates the proposed privacy-preserving
UBICOMP architecture. It can be easily seen that this is a
hybrid architecture that is globally peer-to-peer, with peer
nodes being the local networks, but within each local
network, the UBICOMP devices are centralized to the
Privacy Controller.
The behaviors of the PM and LM components of the
Privacy Controller are illustrated by the high level state

machines in Figure 5 (the CM is outside the scope of this
work). The arrows in Figure 5 are labeled using the
convention “condition / action”. Further, the symbol “?”
stands for “received” and “!” stands for “send”. In Figure
5(a), the PM detects that a new data sharer has logged in
and requests the sharer for her privacy policy. Once this
policy is received, the PM requests the privacy policies of
all data observers specified in the sharer’s privacy policy.
The PM then compares each received observer policy
with the sharer’s policy to determine if there is a match.
If there is a match, the match is registered and
information about the matching sharer and observer is
sent to the LM for connection establishment. If there is no

Privacy Controller
blow-up

Local UBICOMP
network A

PC

PM CM LM
ISP

Internet
Local UBICOMP
network C

Local UBICOMP
network B

ISP
PC

PC

UBICOMP
Figure
4.
Privacy-Preserving
architecture (ISP = Internet Service Provider,
small circles are UBICOMP devices, PC =
Privacy Controller, PM = Policy Module, CM =
Compliance Module, LM = Link Module).
match, the sharer has the choice to negotiate with the
observer to resolve the mismatch or allow the mismatch
to stand (in which case the PM proceeds to process the
next observer’s policy). If negotiation is chosen and
succeeds, the resulting match is registered and the LM is
notified as previously mentioned. If negotiation is chosen
and fails, the mismatch has to stand and the PM proceeds
to process the next observer’s policy. In Figure 5 (b),
upon receiving policy match information from the PM,
the LM proceeds to use the match information to set up a
connection between the data sharer and the matching data
observer. Once the connection is established, the LM
notifies the sharer and the observer that they are
connected and the sharer’s session with observers can
begin (first observer connected) or continue (other

observers already connected). Upon receiving a signal
from the sharer’s device that the session has finished, the
LM tears down all associated connections.
Figure 6 presents a message sequence chart showing
the interactions between a data sharer, the PM, the LM,
and a data observer (only one is shown for simplicity) for
the period between the point when a data sharer logs in to
the point when she has completed her data sharing
session. The scenario depicted is for a first time
successful policies match.

a) PM

new data sharer
detected /
request policy

Data
Sharer

policies do not
match & no
negotiation / .

Idle

? new
sharer
policy /
request
specified
observer
policies

PM

Data
Observer

LM

request policy
Compare
Policies

? data observer
policy /.

policy match
registered / !
match to LM

How does the data sharer come up with her personal
privacy policy? It is proposed that data observers
routinely advertise their data requirements on the Internet.
Note that this is in a way being done today by service
websites (e.g. when the user is asked to fill out an online
form). Data sharers can then formulate and store a policy
template that specifies their privacy preferences given the
data requirements of the observers. For their policies to be
complete, data sharers need only add at runtime the
observers with whom they are willing to share their data.
Alternatively, the sharers can employ a scheme similar to
[9], where the privacy rules can be selected according to
the level of privacy desired using a privacy slider.

policy
request policy
policy

policies
match /.

policies do not
match &
negotiation /.

Compare
policies
policies match

Register
Policy
Match

negotiation
succeeded /.

Setup
Negotiation

negotiation failed /.

b) LM
setup
complete /
notify
sharer &
observer
about
connection

Idle

Data
sharing
session
Tear down
connection

Figure 6. Message sequence chart showing the
interactions leading up to a successful policies
match and the ensuing session.

Setup
Connection

? match info
from PM /.
tear down
complete /.
? ‘session
finished’ from
sharer /.

begin session
Data
sharing
session
finished session

Setup
connection
begin session

Tear Down
Associated
Connections

Figure 5. High level state machines illustrating
the behavior of the PM and LM components of
the Privacy Controller.
Table 2 shows which architecture entities are
responsible for satisfying the requirements in section 3.1.

3.3. Implementation notes
Some implementation aspects of the architecture are
considered here.

Table 2. Responsibility for satisfying architecture
requirements
Architecture
Entity or Module that
Requirement
Satisfies the Requirement
1
Entire Architecture
2
Entire Architecture
3
Device and Network Software
4
Device and Network Software
5
Device and Network Software,
PM and LM modules of the
Privacy Controller
6
Device and Network Software
7
Device and Network Software,
PM and LM modules of the
Privacy Controller
The heterogeneous nature of UBICOMP devices may
present some implementation problems for the proposed

architecture due to insufficient computing power to host
required software for the device, the network, and the
interfaces. Devices that are problematic in this respect
will have to be excluded from the architecture. It is
assumed that this potential loss is acceptable because such
devices would probably not be capable of communicating
very much information anyway.
Due to its intensive computational requirements (e.g.
comparing privacy policies, multitasking between
numerous sharer-observer pairs), the Privacy Controller
should be hosted on a workstation of sufficient power
that’s part of the local UBICOMP environment.
The display of data observers online (requirement 4 of
section 3.1) may include a reputation value for each data
observer. This would help the data sharer choose which
data observer to include in her privacy policy. The
reputation value may be calculated based on the
observer’s history of past transactions, as is done on
eBay.com.
What does matching of policies mean? There needs to
be a way of comparing two policies using some measure
of compatibility such as levels of privacy [15]. However,
the UBICOMP policies above need to be compared based
on the “Data Observers” field as well, which is an added
dimension not covered in [15]. However this added
requirement can be easily satisfied by a literal or fuzzy
comparison.
Protocols need to be defined for the policy management
messages between the Privacy Controller and the
UBICOMP devices.
Privacy policies need to be amenable to machine
processing. Policy languages such as APPEL [14] and
EPAL [16] that are XML-based are good choices.
Finally, the data sharer’s private information and her
privacy policies need to be secured from attack (required
by privacy legislation). In addition, users will need to be
authenticated. Appropriate security mechanisms will need
to be applied or developed and applied, such as the use of
data encryption to encrypt the private information, and the
use of certificates for authentication. In addition, the
Privacy Controller and in particular, the CM, need to be
protected from malicious tampering. Since the CM plays
the all important role of checking for compliance, it may
be implemented in hardware to resist tampering. The
entire Privacy Controller may be certified by a trusted
authority to increase user trust.

3.4. Application example
Suppose Alice wishes to have a consultation with three
online doctors about her medical condition. She wishes to
consult with all of the doctors at the same time so that she
can compare responses in real time and be able to ask new

questions based on this comparison. She is in an office
with a UBICOMP environment that has several
UBICOMP devices, including a WI-FI connected laptop.
The devices are locally networked and form part of a
privacy-preserving architecture. Alice begins her
simultaneous sessions with the three doctors after the
following steps:
1. Alice logins to the UBICOMP system (note:
“system”
and
“environment”
are
used
synonymously here) using the laptop and identifies
herself. After she is authenticated by the system,
she requests to see all doctors who are online. The
system responds with a listing of online doctors
along with their specialties and reputations.
2. Alice retrieves her pre-specified privacy policy
from the system and completes it by choosing and
including three online doctors, based on their
reputations and medical specialties. Alice submits
her privacy policy to the system.
3. The system requests the privacy policies of the
online doctors that Alice specified in her privacy
policy. With the arrival of each doctor’s policy,
the system compares Alice policy with the doctor’s
policy to see if the policies match-up. All doctors’
policies match except for one. Alice is asked if she
wants to negotiate with the non-matching doctor to
try to resolve the non-match. Alice agrees to
negotiate and is able to negotiate to a successful
conclusion. Now all policies match.
4. The system sets up connections between Alice and
the three online doctors. Alice and the doctors are
told that they may begin their sessions.
During the sessions, Alice is asked to share personal
information with the doctors, such as her date of birth, her
history of personal illnesses, and the medical condition
for which she seeks advice. In addition, during and after
the sessions, the CM modules of the doctors’ respective
Privacy Controllers, continuously checks the doctors’
handling of Alice’s personal information to ensure
compliance with Alice’s privacy policy. The CM modules
log all data activities to a secure log (as done in [12])
which can be verified for compliancy should the doctors’
data handling ever be challenged.

4. Evaluation
Some strengths of the proposed UBICOMP
architecture are: a) upholds personally specified privacy
preferences, b) can be used for all types of session
computing, and c) high scalability. Some weaknesses are:
a) may be difficult to retrofit the proposed architecture
into an already existing architecture, and b) since the
proposed architecture encompasses the entire Internet, it
may be difficult for users interacting from countries with

very different cultures to come to agreement over privacy
policies. These points are elaborated below.
In terms of the strengths, the proposed architecture
allows each user to specify her privacy preferences in a
privacy policy and for this policy to be upheld. Further,
disagreements in privacy policies may be negotiated.
Next, the architecture allows a privacy-preserving
“session” to be set-up between a data sharer and a data
observer. It leaves open what computing can be done in
the session. Therefore, the session can be an e-commerce
session where the data sharer is a buyer and the data
observer is a seller, for example, or any other type of
session that requires privacy protection. Finally, the
architecture is highly scalable. Each privacy controller
serves only its local network, or communicates with other
privacy controllers in case the data sharer and data
observer are from different local networks. If a local
network gets too large, it can simply be divided into two
or more local networks, each network with its own
privacy controller. In the case where a single data sharer
could have many data observers, the data sharer is in
control of how many data observers she wants to deal
with – she will only deal with as many as she can
humanly handle, which can be used to configure the
number of devices in a local network to ensure adequate
performance.
In terms of the weaknesses, it is true that it may be
difficult to retrofit an already existing architecture into the
proposed architecture. On the other hand, existing
UBICOMP architectures that can be classified as ad hoc
networks should be easier to retrofit. The proposed
architecture is best applied to new UBICOMP
environments. Next, the difficulty of obtaining privacy
policy agreement between users of culturally distinct
countries is not really a problem that is unique to the
proposed architecture. It would be a problem of any
architecture that brings such users together. Rather, the
proposed architecture benefits such users by allowing
them to negotiate in the first place, which should be better
than not having the capacity for negotiation.

applications of data sharing, rather than focusing on the
design of individual applications to respect privacy.
Yee [18] presented a privacy policy approach for
preserving privacy in UBICOMP that shares some
similarities with this work. However, the UBICOMP
environment in [18] is only comprised of an
organization’s closed network of UBICOMP devices with
no external networking. Moreover, the comparison of
privacy policies in [18] is between the privacy policy of a
data sharer/observer and the privacy policy of the
organization for a particular device (the organization
owns the devices) that the data sharer/observer is
interested in using. A data sharer’s/observer’s privacy
policy must be compatible with the organization’s privacy
policy for the device before that device can be used. Thus,
the UBICOMP and privacy models in [18] are
considerably different from their counterparts in this
work.
Other related recent works include Ackerman [19],
who proposes labeling protocols that can be used to notify
the user of potential data capture, and Dragovic &
Crowcroft [20], who propose mitigation of privacy risks
through data manipulation. Finally, there are works
targeted at Internet e-services environments dealing with
privacy policy derivation [9], privacy policy negotiation
[10, 11], privacy policy compliance [12], and treating the
protection of privacy as a kind of rights management [13].
Di Pietro and Mancini [5] make an interesting
comment (not pursued in their paper) that portends the
approach of this work. They write in their conclusion:
“Finally, we emphasize the need for an easy to configure
and manageable personal profile to control the
interactions among the many HWW devices that could
surround a user. The enforcement of such a profile could
be a means to preserve the user’s personal privacy.”
“HWW” stands for hand-held/wearable wireless devices.
Their “personal profile” sounds very much like a personal
privacy policy.

5. Related work

6. Conclusions and future research

In the privacy literature for UBICOMP, Hong and
Landay [4] focus on providing tools for designing
individual privacy-sensitive applications, while Hong et
al. [2] suggest the use of privacy risk models to make
application designers aware of the privacy concerns and
risks in their design. Di Pietro and Mancini [5] have
considered broad measures for upholding privacy, such as
the use of logical borders to limit propagation of
information and the application of anonymous user
identities to protect the real users. This work is a
departure from the above works in the sense that privacy
protection is driven by privacy policies across all

This work has proposed a hybrid, globally peer-to-peer,
locally centralized privacy-preserving architecture for
UBICOMP. In this architecture, privacy is protected
through compliance with privacy preferences expressed as
personal privacy policies. This paper has also defined the
content of such policies for use in the architecture. The
use of privacy policies, together with suitable compliance
mechanisms, appears to be an effective way to protect
privacy in a ubiquitous computing environment. Such use
gives the data sharer flexibility and control over her
private information, and inspires her to trust the system.

The applications for the architecture proposed in this
work are many, including e-commerce (data observers are
service providers, data sharers are service consumers) and
e-collaboration (every user is both a data sharer and a data
observer).
Future work includes the construction of a prototype to
fine-tune the above design and investigate some of the
implementation details discussed in the implementation
notes. More research is needed into how privacy
controllers can cooperate to serve data sharers and
observers that interact from different local networks. An
application work item could be the design of an ecollaboration system applying the architecture proposed
here.
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